
 

Photography 
Year 12  
 

In year 12 A-Level Photography students will begin by revisiting skills and techniques learnt in               
KS4 Photography but to a more advanced level.        
This is an opportunity for students to master skills         
such as Photoshop editing, taking photographs      
using a range of cameras, techniques and       
processes, and developing processes. Students     
then choose a topic for their independent work, the         
personal investigation. This is where they get to        
really explore and experiment with an idea through        
various medias and materials that interest them.       
Students will be investigating ideas and concepts       
they are interested in. For this project students are         
required to write an extended piece of writing        
which can take the form of an essay or can be           

documented in a diary style layout with images. Their work will take the same structure as                
previous projects where they create a final piece at the end of the project. 
 

Year 13 
 

In year 13 A-Level Photography students      
continue with their personal investigation. This is       
where they get to really explore and experiment        
with an idea through various media and       
materials that interest them. Students will be       
investigating and developing ideas and concepts      
related to their personal investigation working      
alongside the assessment objectives. Students     
will continue with their extended piece of writing        
and produce large scale work outside of the        
sketchbook to complete their project. In term 3        
they will receive their examination project where       
they have to choose a topic from the AQA         
examination board and complete a final piece in        
a 15 hour examination in May. 

  
 



 

 
What is the expectation of homework? 
 

All homework is set in line with the whole Academy policy. This gives             
students the opportunity to complete their homework and ask for          
support if they do not understand a task. Students are encouraged to            
attend study periods and after the Academy on designated days to           
support completion of their coursework if needed. 
 

How will I be assessed? 
 

Throughout Years 12 and 13 students will be assessed regularly          
through termly reviews of work using the assessment criteria to          
identify current progress and areas for development. This allows us          
to identify gaps in knowledge and coursework, and act on it through            
building in retrieval tasks of key content in lessons and homework. 
 

What equipment do I need to be successful? 
 

We expect all students to attend their lessons with the correct           
equipment so that their learning is not affected. All learners should           
have their sketchbook, pens, pencils, ruler, rubber and a Camera, SD           
card and memory stick etc, and are welcome to bring any other            
equipment that they would like to.  
 

 What other opportunities exist outside of class? 
 

We offer opportunities through intervention, competitions and fundraising activities. 

 
 
 


